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IDEX Corporation Selects Secure-24 and GSI for
JD Edwards Hosting and Management
SOUTHFIELD, Mich., Nov. 24, 2014 /PRNewswire/ -- Secure-24, a leading provider of managed IT operations,
application hosting and cloud services, and GSI, a full-service JD Edwards consulting and managed services
organization, announced today that IDEX Corporation has selected them as its comprehensive JD Edwards IT
outsourcing solution.

IDEX is a diversified specialty manufacturing company that sells highly engineered products to customers in a
variety of markets worldwide, including fluidics systems and components, optics and photonics, and fire and
safety products such as the Jaws of Life® family of rescue and recovery tools.

"We are very pleased with the results achieved by Secure-24 and GSI, as they were able to successfully migrate
our JD Edwards and business intelligence systems to Secure-24's private enterprise cloud under budget and
ahead of schedule with minimal disruption to our business," said Andy Kiss, vice president, Technical Services,
IDEX.

Secure-24 is a leading provider of managed IT operations, application hosting and cloud services; GSI is a full-
service JD Edwards consulting and managed services organization. Secure-24 currently hosts IDEX's multi-
instance, multi-version JD Edwards environments that support over 65 percent of IDEX's revenue. With more
than a decade of experience operating their business with a managed service provider, IDEX elected to move all
of its JD Edwards infrastructure and services to Secure-24 and GSI. Working in partnership, IDEX, Secure-24 and
GSI built and executed a detailed transition and communication plan, deliberately structured to support
operational availability needs and corporate compliance requirements.

"Migrating to Secure-24's Enterprise Private Cloud enables IDEX to operate in a high performance, highly
scalable environment with geographically diverse disaster recovery capabilities. The transition went smoothly,
and the IDEX team was extremely knowledgeable about their infrastructure making the process a success," said
Sean Donaldson, CTO, Secure-24. "We look forward to our continued partnership with IDEX by delivering and
maintaining world-class infrastructure and JD Edwards expertise."

GSI provides global 24/7 managed services for IDEX including CNC, proactive monitoring, upgrades, database
refreshes and standard managed service operations such as troubleshooting, package builds and queue
maintenance. The company also manages third party software for IDEX for monitoring, alarming and many
other business processes utilizing Q Software, UPK, Vertex, RFSmart and Create!Forms.

"Working very closely with the IDEX team, we were able to successfully migrate its complex global JD Edwards
IT infrastructure to Secure-24's private enterprise cloud in a little over five and a half months," said Shawn
Scanlon, EVP, Advanced Technology Services, GSI.

"The three teams came together to deliver as promised, with a cost/benefit model that made sense for IDEX,"
said Jim MacLennan, SVP & chief information officer, IDEX. "We are now well positioned to grow and sustain our
business-critical application portfolio – and the transition to Secure-24 and GSI has reinforced the idea that well-
run business partnerships deliver real business value."

About Secure-24
Secure-24 has 14 years of experience delivering managed IT operations, application hosting and cloud services
to enterprises worldwide. Its industry-leading client satisfaction rates result from comprehensive service-level
agreements and a focus on superior service and support. The company is an Oracle Gold Partner and an SAP
certified Hosting, Mobile HANA and Cloud partner managing Oracle E-Business Suite, PeopleSoft, JD Edwards,
Hyperion and SAP applications across all industries for businesses of every size.

Secure-24 has been named one of Computerworld's 100 Best Places to Work in IT. Visit www.secure-24.com to
learn more about Secure-24 products and services.

About GSI
GSI, Inc. is an Oracle's JD Edwards full-service application, development, and technology company and a
Platinum level member of Oracle PartnerNetwork. The client-centric consultancy offers a comprehensive suite of
solutions including AppCare, a 24/7 managed service for Oracle's JD Edwards, DBMS, and OS care, as well as
RapidReconciler®, its inventory reconciliation software acquired from Andrews Consulting Group. GSI consulting
services are backed by its signature 100 percent satisfaction guarantee. Founded in 2004, the rapidly growing
company is headquartered in Atlanta with locations nationwide.
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